
Ardents of Waymouth 

a D&D 5e campaign 
 

 

In a hidden bay where the Docile Way river meets the tides of the vast Penitent Sea, between gentle hills 

dotted with farms, at the northeastern edge of the continent Sedessa, lies a bustling metropolis of artisans and 

sailors; the city of Waymouth. Named for the estuary at its downtown heart, Waymouth is the second-largest 

city on the continent. Its patron is the goddess Mirua, the Coldmother, benevolent bringer of death. An 

enormous statue is the tallest thing seen from outside the city walls, the elk-antlered visage of Mirua herself, 

positioned as a lighthouse along the shore, rising up from an ancient sculpted castle keep. Waymouth is loosely 

governed by a joint association of the Merchants’ Guild and the Coldmother’s Temple, who keep the peace 

without declaring they own the land. The city has been without war for nearly 200 years. 

 

The land of Sedessa is a northern subarctic continent, dominated by rainforests and marshes. The western third 

is home to rainshadow deserts and high steppes trapped between razor peaks. The eastern two-thirds is half 

covered with dense rainforest; most of the rest is high mountain terrain, largely inhospitable. A deep network of 

caves known as the Hinterward lies beneath the Cassis Mountains, sheltering an ancient civilization which is 

still recovering from a past of interspecies slavery. East of the Hinterward is a dangerous wetland populated 

largely by the grung, sapient amphibians with short lifespans who are hunted by the giant watercats after which 

the region is named. The expansive forest to the south, the Hale Swath, is a land where feyfolk and animals far 

outnumber humanoids as citizens. It is a place of peace and refuge. The coast just south of the Swath, however, 

is home to the perpetually warring lizardfolk and yuan-ti. In the middle lies the Scrape, a long shallow bay so 

named for its impassability to even the smallest ships, at the heart of which is a prospering undersea city. The 

eastern mountaintops house the isolationist eyries of the aarakocra, while the cold wastes atop the Cassis are 

home only to goliath, ogres, orcs and trolls. On Tanaraq Island to the north are polar goliath and snow elves. 

 

Sedessan cities are cosmopolitan, each home to a dizzying variety of sentient beings living together in close 

proximity. Certain racial hatreds exist, but for the most part, each kind of life is used to the others. Gender and 

sexuality varies so much between cultures and species that it is unimportant to most. Some species have 

particular dietary needs. Planar boundaries are thin here, so in addition to the variety of earthly life, the fey, 

celestial, infernal, and elemental all pass through with regularity, mostly as tourists. Demons and angels are the 

ambassadors of chaos and order, rather than good or evil; though antithetical, they share a truce when in the 

earthbound lands. Because the gods appear in the world and show their influence regularly, religion is not a 

matter of belief, but of devotion (or lack thereof) to certain gods and associated practices. 

   



Miscellaneous House Rules 
 

Scheduling. No regular attendance is required. Story will advance slowly. All you need is a character sheet. 

Names. Goliath should consult with the DM before choosing a name; all others should refer to the books and 
their own creative drive. Try to match the aesthetic laid out by custom game materials and the other players. 

Religion and Divine Boons. Each player is strongly encouraged to choose devotion toward a particular deity. 
This choice will be rewarded with a small boon from the god in question, chosen by the DM. 

Trinkets. The standard trinket rules apply, but the trinket may have an added magical effect. The effect must be 
weaker or less useful than a typical cantrip, with some narrow restriction on its use. Confer with DM. 

Companions. All player characters may choose one of the following before start of game: an animal companion, 
familiar, pet, draft beast, plant or fungus, imprisoned spirit, guardian spirit, sentient animated object, magical 
AI, fey companion, possessing force, alter, symbiote, child, or employee. Your companion’s stats may be nerfed 
or raised as appropriate. You are not required to choose one; you are responsible for their safety if you do. 

Backstory. You may choose from those listed canonically, but you are encouraged to elaborate on or alter that 
story. Consider race, occupation and religion when selecting a place of origin; each god has a patron city, each 
city has its respective wealth and dearth of resources, and certain races are more prevalent in certain places. 
You may have a house in your hometown if it makes sense for you to. 

Player-Controlled NPCs. Family members, animal companions, patrons, spirit guardians, friends or other 
associates of a player character which are introduced by the player may be controlled by the player, handed 
over to the DM only in special circumstances or by request. 

Languages. The most common languages spoken in Sedessa are Sedessan (replaces “Common”, but only for 
those from Sedessa), Montane (spoken by orcs, ogres, trolls, dwarves and goliath, replaces Orc/Giant), Sylvan 
(spoken by firbolg, minotaur, wild elves, fey, beastkin; replaces Minotaur), Duergar (replaces Dwarvish, spoken 
by dwarves and Hinterwardfolk), and Draconic (spoken by yuan-ti, dragons, and dragonborn). All other race- or 
class-specific languages (Elvish, Halfling, Gnomish, etc) remain as canon. All characters speak Sedessan unless 
they are recent immigrants or were raised in a very isolated environment. 

Leveling. All characters will begin at level 1, with some allowances beyond the standard: divine boons, 
companions, and trinket magic. Leveling will occur after a reasonable amount of story progression, rather than 
requiring XP.  Consult the DM if you are interested in multiclassing, feats or using a homebrew class. 

Allshrines. Wherever you encounter an allshrine, you may give an offering to one of the gods. If your offering 
makes sense, you may receive advantage on a future roll, or some other good turn. 

Inspiration. Good, heartfelt roleplaying, or exceptionally creative gameplay, will earn you inspiration. 
Inspiration gives you one expendable advantage roll. You can only hold one inspiration at a time, so use them 
quickly. If you think you or another player deserve inspiration for something, don’t be afraid to ask!   



Cosmology, Astrology, and Time 
 
Sedessa is the northernmost continent on the planet of Elum. Elum has two moons; the larger, Velas, which 

keeps an even rotation cycle that delineates the twelve months, and the smaller, Ebisa, which does not spin. 

Elum, or “the earth”, is the second planet in the solar system. The others, in order, are Senza, Osenna, Caryste, 

Cyrean and Eusoris. For convenience, time will remain 24 hr/day, 7 day/wk, 12 mo/yr; there are thirty days per 

month and 360 days per year. Western astrology can be used in the world of Elum, or you can devise another 

system under the “signs” of each month’s gods. The names of weekdays and months are as follows: 

 

Days of the Week 

 

1. Sunday 

2. Lanternday 

3. Senza 

4. Osenna 

5. Caryste 

6. Cyrean 

7. Eusoris 

 

Months of the Year 

 

1. The Coldmother’s Month (Mirua and Sanator) “Cold Month” 

2. The Lanterns’ Month (Velas and Ebisa) “Lanterns” 

3. The Month of Contrition (Forosh) “Contrition”  

4. The Month of Balance (Ibith) “Balance” 

5. The Blood Month (Hyle) “Blood” 

6. The Month of Sun (Los) “Sun” 

7. The Long Month (Insenna) “Long Month” 

8. The Month of Lucre and Fall (Sem) “Lucre” 

9. The Wives’ Month (Wifma and Senashpa) “Wives” 

10. The Birds’ Month (Tengma) “Birds” 

11. The Mages’ Month (Istett and Ment) “Mages” 

12. The Blackmother’s Month (Fedna) “Black Month” 

 


